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Vunetrix Integrates with Wavestore VMS Software 

"Real-time network monitoring frontrunner announces impressive integration 
with global leader and open platform VMS software manufacturer.” 

 
[Seattle, WA, August 2018] – Vunetrix, the security industry’s leading device detection and 
performance monitoring software, announces a new integration with open platform VMS 
software manufacturer, Wavestore. As the industry expert in security system detection, Vunetrix 
continues to provide new integrations with IoT devices and software applications. It is their 
mission to provide Security teams access to in-the-moment health and performance insights 
from any software or hardware device with open communication protocols. The Wavestore 
announcement marks the continued effort by Vunetrix to support the needs of their industry 
partners via access to real-time information about their IP networked security systems.  
 
Vince Ornato, President of Vunetrix, shares, “We are excited to add Wavestore to our growing 
list of VMS integrations. Traditionally, we have used API to integrate with each manufacturers’ 
VMS software. In Wavestore’s case, this wasn’t necessary. They have designed their platform 
to pull camera and service status information directly through SNMP as standard. Not only does 
this method reduce the number of sensors required, it significantly reduces CPU overhead 
especially when compared to traditional WMI sources. What’s more, Wavestore sensors echo 
back to our SMART Dashboard with the exact camera/NVR status. Security teams have 
complete camera status visibility including recording status, movement, lost signal, and blacked 
out. It can also detect when the NVR requires restarting, and when the recording service needs 
to be restarted before losing programming changes. Current status information is the most 
important and relevant information to a Security team. We are delighted to discover that this 
integration provides more relevant data than we have previously retrieved through traditional 
sources.” 
 
Wavestore is a British developer and global provider with over 15 years’ experience in delivering 
innovative, scalable and future proof video management solutions which offer real-world 
practical benefits by making integration between disparate third-party technologies simple. 
 
“Our VMS enables end-users to be in total control of their integrated electronic security solution 
as it provides a granular overview of all sensor activity and events,” said Enrico Bizzaro, Head 
of Integrations at Wavestore Global Ltd.  “In this respect, there is considerable synergy between 
the Wavestore’s ‘One screen/Total control’ approach and the Vunetrix solution which offers 
instant access to the information they need to know when common network problems such as 
video loss events and cameras losing connection to the software are happening. We are very 
pleased to have had the opportunity to work closely with the Vunetrix team to achieve a high 
level of interaction between our respective solutions.” 
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About Wavestore Global Ltd 
Wavestore Global Ltd is a British company dedicated to providing advanced, yet easy to use, 
Video Management Software (VMS) solutions. 
 
Wavestore’s truly independent open platform VMS enables users to achieve maximum return on 
investment from their security solution by unlocking its full potential. Sitting at the very heart of a 
security system, Wavestore combines powerful ‘any source’ video, audio and recording 
management with deep integration across multiple technologies from a wide range of third-party 
technology providers. These include leading camera, video analytics, access control, recording 
and sensor providers, making it possible for users to effortlessly operate, monitor, control and 
manage a best-in-breed total security solution from a single screen. 
 
Wavestore provides standalone VMS that can be used on a host of third-party servers/appliances 
as well as its own series of Network Video Recording (NVR) and Hybrid Recording (HVR) units. 
Wavestore’s VMS is available in Base, Premium and Enterprise editions, providing users with a 
choice of features that can be easily scaled and upgraded in the future. Compatible with 
thousands of cameras, devices, and fully ONVIF conformant, Wavestore is able to satisfy the vast 
majority of applications as standard, but can also quickly and cost effectively integrate specialist 
devices via its unique WaveStar integration service.  

About Vunetrix 
Vunetrix is a Seattle, Wash.-based enterprise security software company that safeguards its 
clients with an always-on, proven network monitoring tool. The Vunetrix SMART Dashboard 
detects security system health and performance anomalies or failures; issues alerts, and 
integrates with various OEM devices connected to a physical security network; and delivers 
real-time reports in a single-view. Vunetrix dramatically shortens the time-to-detection for 
security failures while increasing safety and automating device and service health check 
processes. Vunetrix’s award-winning products are deployed by law enforcement and public 
safety organizations, government and transportation agencies, major enterprises, healthcare 
and educational institutions, and local communities worldwide. Vunetrix also has an office in 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. For more information, visit www.vunetrix.com. 
 

### 
 
For more on VMS integrations, please contact Vince Ornato at vornato@vunetrix.com.  
 


